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Boerboel puppies from  Exotics Balto and Afini Born 5-16-22
 









These health-certified African boerboel puppies will provide you with companionship, security, and unconditional love.
Our proven handling and socialization methods have prepared our puppies to be a member of your family for years to come



 





Our litters are not available all year round, which is why we strive to provide the most accurate estimates of when they will be available.
 ◉ Puppies are chosen based on the reservation. The first pick chooses first, the second pick chooses second, etc.

◉ As they grow we document their development on our various social channels and here.

◉ Our goal is to pair each puppy with the best home. Call us to schedule a video chat and let's discuss your needs in a  Boerboel pup. Get to know the moms and litter and ensure personality match.,

◉ All of our puppies come with a written health guarantee, registration, 1st set of shots, veterinary health examination, and microchipping is optional.



 











 Furthermore, Exotic Boerboel breeders live to the mission of producing excellent breeds. Although it takes time, we ensure to satisfy our clients in picking their litters.
 





Remember: Our puppies find homes QUICKLY. Breeding from the best bloodlines Exotic Boerboel puppies are hand raised in our homes as members of our family. They are the BEST Boerboel's puppies and we give them everything they need to blossom into their full potential.
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SIRE: EXOTICS BALTO



















 










This litter was highly anticipated; we had 12 puppies born, ten living. However, Sage had very little milk, so supplemental bottle feeding was our only option. Slowly day by day, puppies began to fade, and we were left with one female pup by the tenth day. 
 








Learn More 
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DAME: EXOTICS AFINI
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SIRE: EXOTICS OUTLAW






























The fact that this breeding was not successful was not as surprising as the others, considering our luck. We bred these 2 with hoe artificial insemination. No progesterone testing was done. We just waited to until the 13th day and artificially inseminated her, which turned out to be a big mistake. 
 



















RESERVE NOW 
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DAME: EXOTICS BINGO
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SIRE: EXOTICS BALTO






























This was the most shocking of all the breeding that did not result in babies being born. Balto and Sheeba had to document ties. Three days apart. Most of the time, when you have breeding completed with this type of success, puppies are almost a sure thing. No puppies were born. Glad that 2022 is behind us. 
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DAME: EXOTICS SHEEBA 
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SIRE: LANDRE BLACK TEDDY 



















This mating was sure to deliver the best of power and athleticism but the breeding never took. In this situation, we allowed the dogs to breed naturally again. Teddy was able to penetrate but never had a successful tie. Our fingers were crossed that despite the tie did not occur, she would like to have retained some semen. She did not get pregnant. Natural breeding has been the way for us as it proves a dog’s worthiness to breed. To close 2022 we were unfortunate. 
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DAME: EXOTICS PINKY
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SIRE: EXOTICS OUTLAW






























The close of 2022 was brutal. We had one successful tie between these 2. The result was devastating. Seven puppies were born, but we lost them in a garage fire. 
 








Learn More 
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DAME: AV KAUTION
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SIRE: EXOTICS BALTO






























This litter was highly anticipated; we had 12 puppies born, ten living. However, Sage had very little milk, so supplemental bottle feeding was our only option. Slowly day by day, puppies began to fade, and we were left with one female pup by the tenth day. 
 








Learn More 
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DAME: EXOTICS SAGE
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SIRE: LANDRE BLACK TEDDY



















This Litter Was Unsuccessful. No Puppies were Born. Even though both parents are proven producers and have successfully conceived litter in the past. We did not have a successful pregnancy. Our breeding program is a bit old school; our preference is to have natural ties and matings. My partner, Mike, the owner of Teddy, bred him to Remi, and we had one documented successful link. Based on this, we were sure that we would have some fantastic puppies born, but this was not s the case. Remi is a big dog; we certainly thought she was pregnant as she showed all the signs of pregnancy. But no puppies were born. 
 






























Learn More 
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DAME: EXOTICS REMI
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SIRE: BALTO 
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 Male Pick #1 Cody M.
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Litter Born 5-16-2022 
 
















Balto is the total package. Combined with Afini’s  great genes, these two are destined to have the most athletic and strong group of puppies this 2022. Do not miss out on this amazing litter soon to come. We could not have asked for a better line up! 
 



















VIEW PUPPIES
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DAME: AFINI
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 Female Pick #1 SOLD
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 Female Pick #2 Available Lamont 
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 Female Pick #3 James Jenkins
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 Female Pick #4 Tim Arana
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 Female Pick #5 Sold
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SIRE: MANDOSLIXK
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 Male Pick #1 Marcellus
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 Male Pick #2 James Williams
 
 





SOLD




















Litter bORN 5-21-2022 
 
















Mandoslixk and Nickislixk from our breeding with Asante Boerboels is dropping soon! We are expecting an amazing litter from this pair. Reserve your puppy today! 
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DAME: NICKISLIXK
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 Female Pick #1 Edmund McAllister
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 Female Pick #2 Sold
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SIRE: OUTLAW 
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 Male Pick #1 Emily  & Carl Castle
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 Male Pick #2 Jennifer
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 Male Pick #3 $4,000
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 Male Pick #4 Trent Fahrenbrunch
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 Male Pick #5 Matt Shetler
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 Male Pick #6 Robert Carter
 





PURCHASE NOW




















Littler DUE 6-6-2022 
 
















Outlaw is the total package and he has paired up with Cookie another great female. He’s got great genes (the strong Allens Virginia bloodline ) and he knows how to put them to use. He loves being active, and his muscular build means he can take on any challenge. Plus, that adorable face of his is sure to make everyone smile (even when he’s tearing through your backyard). If you’re looking for an athletic, handsome, and powerful male dog, Outlaw is definitely the one for you!
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DAME: COOKIE
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 Female Pick #1 Chris
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questions? give us a call!
 

















 	


 
216-533-9653





























































 



 
























Exotic Boerboels 
Cleveland Ohio 
216-244-2088 
[email protected]
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Facebook
 



Instagram
 



Twitter
 



Youtube
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Sign-up now - don't miss the fun!














 

























































 




































